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About This Game

I need to save myself and fly home, there's my wife and children. They are waiting for me, but I'm stuck on this planet ... Will
you help me to get out of here?

My missions are:
1. Destroy the monsters in my path, who do not like me.

2. Activate rescue beacons.
3. Destroy the dragon, which will not let me leave the planet.

4. Take the trophies.
5. Do not forget to buy а toilet paper, otherwise your wife will not let you go home.

* A lot of unique monsters!
* Dynamic and hurricane music!
* Grenades of the last generation!

* Different game locations!
* Game achievements!
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Title: Super Punchman
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mugle Studio
Publisher:
Mugle Studio
Release Date: 9 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I full recommend this Game treasure!
I buy this game and 15 minutes later i was in love! OK OK i was in love after the trailer! ;-) It is unbelievable how many fun this
game is. Please give it a try! Trust me! I bet you have fun with this little treasure. And for 9\u20ac you dont make anything
wrong with it!
WELL DONE DEV`s
One of the best shut\u00e8m ups i playd in the last time!
And please please maybe new Characters!?
Superb gameplay and scoresystem.. As a big Neil Gaiman fan, I was eager to try this game. What could go wrong, I said to
myself the day we bought the Steam key. I didn't realise that the author of Coraline and The Graveyard Book could be involved
in such a broken, easy, repetitive game!
I played this for an hour and completed three chapters out of five, I sat through the same levels and did the same thing for one
hour. ONE HOUR! That is enough to drive someone mad. 3/10.. Season 3 of RWBY is pretty good. They flesh out a bigger
story line and aren't afraid to kill off some of the better known characters. The season definity progresses the plot and
characters. Season 4 should start off with a bang. As for the negative reviews so far, people, read the descriptions of what you
are buying. It says streaming only right in the description. I rented it for $4, 3 hours of show, not bad. So, even though the
season is good, some people are leaving negative reviews because they couldn't read and figure out what they were buying. It
says streaming and nowhere does it say it includes any extras. I rented it because I no longer use flash etc, and could not view it
through Rooster's website. The video quality was good, and it's a good price for renting. Seriously, season 3 is good. If you're in
doubt, just rent it.. I love Zachtronics games but I also don't want to program in assembly for fun. This game offers Zachtronics
level frustration and satisfaction without programming. I love this game.. wow. Absoutely loved everything about this game. The
artstyle was beautiful yet disturbing in some places. The soundtrack is perfect and it really gets me into the game. The puzzles
were nicely structured and the plot is magnificant. Can't wait to see what else you have in store for us! :D. I just can not
recommend this game but let me start with the pros

Pros
+Great Graphics
+Satisfying sounds
+Solid Gameplay
+Enemy Design
+Weapon Design
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Cons:
-Difficulty is too steep
-Weapon Unlocks are locked behind steep achievements
-Unavoidible hits
-Some enemies are damage spunges
-Abilites don't work as they should

Honestly the game just isn't very good for what it is, and with the weapons locked behind achievements of getting Gold on the
Highest difficulty is just too much. Both my boyfriend and I bought the game as a fun co-op game but it's just really hard to
enjoy it. We managed to get up to the bull boss on the first stage and he just kept killing us, no matter what we did we just kept
taking damage. The bomb enemies just soak up damage and it's nearly impossible to kill them before they get too close to
damage you.

With the game being in early access they could change things around and make the game a bit more manageable but as it stands
right now I can't give this game a recommendation.. I love this game. I love that it's Bejeweled with a storyline! You're a dude
who is fighting his way through dungeons by matching the tiles below. He needs a score of 10,000,000 (the name of the game)
in order to be free. Each tile does its own thing and are not always suited for the task at hand, but the game advises you to just
make the matches you can because it's better than doing nothing. And it's true! The scene above the tiles, is a side scroller that
wants to push you off the screen. So just keep making those matches and hope some of them line up to be what you need
otherwise, you'll find yourself back in your room needing to start over. There's also an upgrade system that will help you get
better and stronger and tasks you can complete for a boost in gold, experience, or materials you need. Really it's a stellar game
and even thought it only has like 3 songs, they are bopping! I highly recommend this game. It's addicting!. And you thought the
Russians refused to provide context for what you are doing in a videogame.

Don't spend $2 on this unless you are a rich man.
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Fun and challenging RPGMaker (JRPG) game.

My major complaint is that there is no steam overlay support (can't take a screenshot, no steam notifications when I get a msg,
etc.), the alt to this is playing it in window mode, which is locked at a really low res (640x480?).

That being said I picked up the rest of the series in bundles or steam sale and look fwd to playing them.. Recommended if you
like skulking about while terrified, and figuring out puzzles **

The game is very atmospheric (and that atmosphere is dark and creepy). Dark tunnels, dark rooms, and spooky creatures ready
to rend the unwary -- the game has plentiful jump scares. It isn't all just creeping around, there's a lot of puzzling to be done
too.. Doesn't work for over 3 years now due to them screwing up when they changed over to steam saves. It can also screw up
your save game as well making it impossible to access certain parts of the game.. It's quite difficult to play and the game is too
short. Though I liked playing it.. Love this game; Too bad the mission are very short, but still i recommed it. This game is really
uniqe in my opinion, being able to construct a base how you want it, watching out for metoir strikes all the time, building
robotics that can ferry your drilled resources to holding tanks or directly into refinarys. then when you have enough build a
space ship and move to new worlds to do this. I would recomend 8/10. Fun, charming and overall a pretty good experience!
. Not as good as minecraft storymode but its okay.
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